Welcome to the 2nd Rebel Newsletter of 2020
It’s a difficult time for everyone but hopefully we can look back on some of
the events that did take place in the first part of the year with affection
We’ve got some great articles from our coaches in this edition to help you
keep fit during the lockdown & the Stats so far this year
We’ll be back to normal soon!

Firstly a message from our Chair
We are going through an unprecedented time at the moment which means we
cannot do what we all love - running with our Rebel friends and family. But as
we have heard, we must stay home to ensure that we all stay safe and keep
others safe as well.
Before the lockdown began I know many of you were
at the busy end of your marathon training and it
must have been very disappointing to hear of the
postponements. However I’m sure that all of you will
amend and adjust your plans for your autumn
marathons now or look to try again next year and I
can’t wait to see and hear all about your
achievements.
I hope we will be able to all get back together at some point over the coming
months once it is safe to do so. In the meantime I hope you and your families
stay safe and stay home

Lorraine
No! I've noticed a few people have done their marathon distances as well today which I'm not
comfortable with! Pushing it a bit too far I reckon!

Black Monday, Covid 19 & Rebel Runners
Monday 16th March. Everything in place for Monday’s team run. LiRFS at the
ready, kit ready, transport arranged. Then a government announcement which
appears to say we shouldn’t be socially running. No update from UKA but likely
to be one imminently – London Marathon already moved to October.
Reluctantly the committee feels that the only decision is to cancel Monday’s
run at short notice, realising that it could be a while before the next one. Over
the next few days most events in our calendars are either cancelled or
postponed including parkrun.
Social running, as we know it, is over. And nobody knows how long for.
Putting aside any comments on the merits of the decision, which was
substantially upgraded a week later, we suddenly were faced with restrictions
that have had a massive impact on us. There are a large number of reasons
why we run, from the obvious fitness to the well-known positive impact on
mental health. Many feel uncomfortable running alone and need the security
and protection of a group. Many just need fellow runners to provide
motivation. A lot to suddenly lose.
Our Mental Health Champion, Jane Jeffery
posted about this on the Rebel Facebook site a
few days later. It’s a very well-constructed piece
and is reproduced elsewhere in this newsletter.
Jane also came up with the Solo Running Bingo,
to help us with the goals that had been removed
by the loss of team activity.
We also came up with the Great Strava
Challenge which allows friendly competition
around beating personal bests on Strava.
March showed a good number of members
taking part, and the competition was
extended into April. It even allowed members
in all parts of the country to take part!

Coach Darren continued his Thursday Track sessions by
providing us with intervals which we could do outside
or on the treadmill. As a special Easter present Darren
added in some lovely ‘hill repeats’. He also conjured up
the ‘get hard fast’ plank challenge which was very well
received. Or it was until it started getting difficult. Very
difficult!
We also saw the Great Squat challenge emerge. Many
chose to do this is tandem with the plank challenge and
soon found they weren’t
missing running much as
none of their limbs worked anymore!
Without Rebel Runners and Social Media, none of
this would be possible. Imagine a world without
either and trying to cope with the current
restrictions. It’s not ideal but we have interaction,
competition, self-improvement and plenty of
humour. Isolated isolators have fellow runners to
talk to, to help get through this crisis.
Going back to the feeling of vulnerability running alone there are a couple of
things that might help. If you buy the Strava upgrade (which I think is £4 a
month) you can choose friends who are alerted when you start running and
can track you when you’re out. I’m pretty sure Strava is offering a free trial of
this at the moment which might just get you through to when the club can run
again. I used to use an app called Endomondo which had a similar feature but
had the advantage of being free. You have to be careful with these Apps
though. One night, unbeknown to me, my wife was tracking me, and she
noticed I’d stopped. She couldn’t get me on the phone, so she came out
looking for me. I was in the pub! Quite safe as it happened!
Run safe, look after yourselves.

2020 Couch to 5K Programme

The 2020 C25K programme was once again a fantastic success with over 20
graduates despite some of the worst weather many of us have ever run in.
Nice to see some ex Rebels getting back to running this year as well. Below are
a couple of personal views of it.

First Mandy Brown takes us from Marathon to C25K:
Hello and thank you for such a warm welcome back to RR Having not really
done any running since VLM 2018 I decided it was time to give it another go.
Marathons aren’t for me and the training finished me off and put me off
running!
Starting from scratch again was tough, physically and mentally. For those of
you that know me, you’ll know that I am a slave to the Garmin and forever
chasing a PB so to not be able to run
for longer than 3 minutes was hard
to deal with. I was a little late to the
C25k party and joined at week 3
doing 3 min run 1 min walk x 8. I felt
slow but got the job done. By week
5 I was really enjoying my running
journey again and although still
slow, I knew I was improving.

Seeing some old faces really helped, everyone was so supportive and kept
reminding me I could do it! C25K Graduation was actually my 75th parkrun and
I was determined to get it done with no walking or stopping. The weather was
horrendous, and it was probably the hardest parkrun I’ve ever done. I ran with
Coach DJ (I used to be able to keep up with him back in the day!) Supportive as
ever, we got around in 32.43. Since then I’ve been running three times a week,
now solo due to lockdown, I even managed 5k in my back garden. My times
are improving and I’m still enjoying running like I used to. Big shout out to
Symon, DJ, Jenny and of course Jane who did an amazing job with C25K Happy
Running Rebels!

Mandy Moo

And Karen Illman comes back from injury
Most people won't realise the amount of personal time Jane spends planning
& running the couch programme.
That’s alongside also putting everyone through
their paces at all of the sessions each week,
supporting, encouraging & answering any
queries or concerns.
It has been a fab C25K programme, supported
by so many volunteers also giving up their own
free time to help others, because they were
once beginner runners too, & know how
valuable a programme like this can be to a
beginner.

Thank you for all of your & the other volunteers hard work for making it the
success it has been, but mostly from me for how grateful I am it has helped me
to build up my running gradually again, coming back from injury.
Jane is one fabulous coach,

& the Rebels are just THE best running club to

be a part of.
... If Carlsberg did running clubs....!!!
Brilliant, thanks

Karen

Club Champs Update
Canterbury 10

10 Miles in Canterbury, on a January Sunday morning?
Think pounding down streets, cobbled in history, but tourist free. Think the
Cathedral, maybe spotting the Archbishop, brushing the remains of his toast
from his cassock, whilst out on his post breakfast stroll.
Maybe the ghosts of a couple of Romans strolling along the
lovely Kentish Stour?
Think again!
Other than being difficult and expensive to park the
Canterbury 10 has very little to do with the city of pilgrims and
guide books and much more to do with
open fields and the picturesque villages
of Bridge, Patrixbourne and
Bekesbourne which lie to the East of
the city.
On a large number of January days, the weather would
make this course very demanding indeed, with the
prospect of wind and rain sweeping across open fields,
freezing hands and sapping spirits.
However, January 26th 2020 proved rather amenable to
the 51 Rebels (39 running in the club championships)

who lined up outside the University Sports
Centre, for the first Club Championship race
of 2020. Temperatures in double figures,
moderate winds, few problems underfoot
and most unusually, no rain, meant an
enjoyable race in prospect.
And so it proved!
Soon out of the
housing in town,
across the fields to
Bridge (lovely looking
pubs), along minor roads, up a couple of rather steep
hills (walked by many if truth would be told), admiring a
few very expensive looking houses, through the village
gridlocks caused by the race and then the final charge to
the finish – a couple of miles virtually all downhill!
Some fantastic Rebel performances. First male Rebel home was Martyn Pymm
in 1.08.02 and fist Female Amanda Link in 1.18.20. At least 9 personal bests,
Richard Townsend by over a massive 13 minutes, Nathan Ruminski by over 8,
Susan Smith by more than 5 and Lesley Doran, Gareth Dewdney, Jeff Regan &
Peter Klucznik all by more than 4 minutes.
All in all a very satisfactory morning out. Just hope nobody got a parking ticket.

Tunbridge Wells Half
Wendy Regan sings, dances and swims through this year’s race
Tunbridge Wells Half Marathon – Sunday 16 February 2020 (Club
Champs Event #2)

Storm Dennis did its utmost to disrupt the 37th Hendy Tunbridge Wells
Half marathon but myself and 22 other Rebels braved the storm for the
second event in this year's Club Champs. It was touch and go whether
the race was going ahead due to the bad weather, lots of races had
already been cancelled mid-week, but race organisers took the decision
to delay the start by 1 hour to allow a final check for debris and it was
deemed safe to go ahead at 10am.
Walking to the start line I was thinking 'what am I doing' and I'm sure I
wasn't the only one, but not having run this course before I was up for
the challenge of the hills, wind and rain. So, I set off at my potential 'PB'
pace, being helped along by the encouragement of the amazing
marshals and my music. The first 4-6 miles were great, singing, dancing
and dodging puddles! I soon realised that the puddle dodging was all in
vain, the River Medway had burst its bank at Smart's Hill and flooded the
road completely with cars coming towards you, there was nothing you
could do but just run through it - I was drenched in ice cold water up to
my knees!

Just before the top of the 'hill' between mile 7-8 the 2hr 20min pacer
caught me up and I knew then that a PB was out of the question, so I
decided to 'enjoy' the rest of the race. But as if I wasn't wet enough, at
mile 11 a car hit a big puddle which sent a tsunami of water over me and
I was drenched from head to toe! I wasn't best pleased but again you
just have to battle through, thankfully I spotted Richard Townsend in the
distance so I concentrated all my efforts on catching him up and I'm so
glad I did, as we were able to support each other for the final few
miles. We were both wet, cold and tired but seeing a fellow Rebel
makes all the difference and your spirits lift. I finally crossed the finish
line 5 mins over my PB but considering the conditions I was happy to
finish in one piece!
A massive well done to everyone who took part, especially those who
achieved PBs – Alison Collins, Lesley Doran, Gareth Dewdney, Jeff
Regan, Martyn Pymm & Ken Rains.
Paul Chapman was the first male Rebel back in 01:30:29, closely
followed by Martyn Pymm 01:30:53 and Amanda Link was first female
Rebel in 01:42:58.

Member Spotlight
Super Speedy Amanda Link explains the secrets of her
success
Ever since I can remember you have
been the Rebel who always appears to
be winning races almost every week.
When did you pick up your first placing
and what made you start running
competitively?
My first placing came in Spring 2018 at
Bedgebury Pinetum in a 5 mile race, I
came 3rd which was a lovely surprise
after getting very wet and muddy
running through the forest. One of the
teachers I work with encouraged me to
enter the Medway 10k in 2017, that was
the first competitive race I entered
having previously only run at junior
parkrun and Saturday parkrun at Great Lines.
Did you start running with the
intention of being competitive or did it just happen naturally?
No, I certainly didn’t start out with the intention of being competitive, Its not
really a case of being competitive I just enjoy running. I kept entering races
after the Medway 10k and haven’t stopped since.

What’s your average weekly running schedule and does that change much
when you have a race coming up?
On a Monday I try to get to team run and complete the longer route, on a
Tuesday I try to go to Dan and Gary’s Bluebell Hill run, on a Thursday night I
go to the coach led track training at Medway park, Saturday is parkrun day
or a small run from home or I will have a rest day before whatever I have
entered on a Sunday. I would love to say I have a scientific approach to
training but I don’t! There is not must change week to week because I am a
creature of habit, I find it hard to change my normal routine.

How do you fit the training into your
normal life?
Working in a school I am very lucky to
finish work at 3pm, this means that I can
get home, cook dinner and supervise
homework before going out to run.

What’s your favourite distance?
If I had been asked this question last year
I would have definitely said 10k and no
further, however this year I would say 10
miles is my favourite distance having
participated in the End of the year run in
December 2019 and Canterbury 10 mile
in January this year.

How does being part of Rebel Runners help with your competitive running?
Becoming a member of Rebel runners has had a positive impact on my
running, I was very nervous about joining which looking back seems
ridiculous now because I was made to feel welcome and everyone is so kind
and supportive of each other. I am certain that attending track training on
Thursday night has benefited my running the most, I don’t like to miss a
session. It’s actually my favourite run of the week!
How did winning the Female Rebel award last year compare to success actually
receiving a trophy in a race?
It topped any other trophy I have been lucky enough to receive. I was
completely overwhelmed when I received this award because it was totally
unexpected and very much appreciated. It was very special and my tummy
still does a flip when I think about even now.
How long have you been running?
I started going to Junior parkrun with my son in January 2017.

Is there anything in particular that inspires you to run and can you explain
what you enjoy about it?
I love being outdoors, so running gives me another excuse to be outside
rather than indoors! One thing that I really enjoy about running is that it
doesn’t matter how bad your day has been (and believe me some days after
school my head is ready to explode) going for a run gets everything back into
perspective and is the perfect way to de-stress so that I am ready to take on
the next day.

Coaching Updates
Firstly, we hear from Coach DJ …
During these unique times what can we do as runners to maintain our fitness
or even better develop and improve it?
There are five basic components of fitness:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Endurance
Speed
Strength
Flexibility
Coordination

The following is guidance and some examples of what we can be doing at
home or on our solo runs.
Endurance
You can develop your general endurance (or stamina) through continuous,
repetition and fartlek training. Continuous is what we all do already; go out
and run for 30-60 minutes at a steady pace, the key is try and keep your run
continuous – no stopping but if you need to make sure you keep moving (brisk
walk).
Repetition equates to interval training. Before we had the luxury of the track
our Thursday sessions were held at the Strand, Gillingham, a run around the

train track is just over 400m. A sample interval session could be 10 minutes
warm up (easy jog) then 5 to 10 x 400m with 90 seconds recovery in-between
each 400m with some cool down stretching to finish. You should be aiming for
a quicker pace than you would normally run, I call this your 5K pace or 75%
effort. The key thing in this type of session is to aim for a pace or effort that
you can maintain throughout the session.

Another good repetition session is hill sprints. Dock Road
or if you are up for the challenge Chatham Hill are good
examples. Start at the bottom and run up the hill for 10-15
seconds, turn and walk or slow jog back to the start and
then go again, aim from 5-8 repetitions. Pace wise the key
is in the title! Aim to maintain form, high hips and don’t
underestimate the use of your arms, positive arm drive.
Find yourself a hill and run up it! As per the intervals
ensure you warm up before starting, this sort of session
can also be incorporated as part of your long run.
Repetition or interval sessions are hard, and you are
working harder than you would during one of your normal social runs, hence it
is recommended that you undertake these in moderation. I would recommend
only one a week especially if you are new to these types of running sessions.
Fartlek (the Swedish for speed play) training can either be structured or
unstructured. For a structured session you could run for 30 minutes and after 5
minutes into your run, speed up for a minute then go back to your 5 minute
pace, just insert faster segments through your run. Unstructured fartlek’s can
be more fun. During your run pick points where you can run a bit faster, for
example I’m going to run from this tree to that tree 100 metres away faster
than I am currently running. I have written before about how fartlek training is
a key session for the Kenyan runners, google Iten Thursday Fartlek for more
info.
Speed
Is something we tend to not focus on in our normal running and training
sessions. A good example of a speed sessions is the Flying 30s. The aim is to
accelerate to top speed and then ‘fly’ for 30m before decelerating.

This can be a very hard session so limit yourself to 3 repetitions in a set.
Between each set adequate recovery is required before the next. What you
can do is decrease the fly zone, rather than 30m make it 10m or 20m and build
yourself up to the full 30m.
Strength
The gym is closed, and you have no weights or resistance bands at home?
Using your body weight is ideal and an effective way for developing your
strength; Press ups, tricep dips, sit ups, leg raises, back extension, chinnies,
squats, squat jumps. Turn this into your own personal circuit session. Usually
with a circuit session you would be in a group, a circle formed with exercise
stations spaced around the circle. You would visit each station and perform an
exercise for a period of time then move onto the next. There is no reason why
you can’t do this on your own or you may have a favourite HIT session that you
enjoy.
Before you start plan your workout:
• Number of circuits 1-5
• Time at each station
30-90 seconds
• Recover between each exercise 15-45 seconds
• Recover between circuits 2-5 mins
With any strength session listen to your body if you have a bad back for
example some exercises may aggravate or trigger it, be careful and build up
slowly. Try and incorporate two strength sessions per week.
Flexibility
Commonly known as your range of movement (ROM). To improve your ROM
then incorporate mobilisation exercises in your warm up before your run. Start
with shoulder rolling, arm rotations, hip swings, ankle rotations, on the spot
marching. When these exercises are complete move on to some drills; heel
flicks, walking lunges, high knees, A and B skips. For mobilisation exercises you
are preparing your body to run.
Coordination
Do you have two left feet? Coordination is our ability to perform movements
with more than one part of our body moving at the same time, pretty

important then for us runners. Simple exercises that you can adopt to improve
coordination are hopscotch or windmills (arm rotations in opposite directions).
I also like to incorporate balance exercises. Try standing on one leg, the other
raised with the knee to the waist then change legs, to make this exercise a
little harder try to complete with your eyes closed. As part of your early
morning routine if you have an electric toothbrush you can have 30 seconds on
each leg for two minutes.
Run, train, develop and explore, happy running everyone

Darren

And Coach Jane…
Within the running community the restrictions we face are far from ideal.
Running is a passion that we love and not being able to do it is very
difficult. Running means so much to us all, it keeps us physically fit, it
gets us outside and it’s great for our mental health.
We can’t run in groups and please don’t risk ourselves or others who are
vulnerable, but let’s keep at it, ask each other where we are running.
Facebook is now a virtual running world for spreading positivity and
keeping each other encouraged￼.
Share what you have done
Share a route and challenge others to do the same route solo for
comparison.
Tell everyone you’ve done it and post about your achievements.
Why don’t you try interval training using your watch or phone there are
great apps out there.
Try hill running if you’ve never done it
Try YouTube stretching and conditioning videos. Runners often miss
that part of their routine.
Make the most of the support of the rebels and keep running through
this challenging time

In very different times Jane visited Marrakesh to compete in the
Half Marathon. Jane explains what a memorable event it was
Wow what an experience! The
start line was freezing cold but
as the sun rose, I was quickly
running in the warm Moroccan
sunshine.
Every nationality was present
a truly global event, well
supported by locals with huge
groups of children cheering
and plenty of bands playing
music. A warm Marrakesh
welcome to go with the
sunshine.
The runner’s refreshment was
a truck load of freshly picked
oranges with leaves and twigs
attached, certainly different
from the usual energy gels
and jelly babies!
The views of the Atlas Mountains were breath-taking and crossing the
finish line left me with a great set of memories to reflect on whilst
enjoying a mint tea.
Thank you, Marrakesh.

What’s that all about?
The Rebel Committee
New Committee Member Nigel Hidson tries to explain
Obviously, it’s nice to be involved in running something, especially when,
like me, you might have found that you now have a bit of time to
contribute something.
Also, I thought, there can’t be that much to do can there? Two team runs
a week, bit of social activity, sell a bit of merchandise, London Marathon
places, maybe a few other things?
OK, so having put my hand up, maybe too quickly, time to look at the
documents on the website, which give a pretty good insight into what’s
been going on over the years. Now I don’t know how many other
members have looked through these but the volume and sheer
professionalism of the stuff that’s on there which has built up over the
years is very impressive indeed. It’s a real credit to those that who have
run the club in the past.
We have Health & Safety risk
assessments of all the team run routes
(updated annually); documents relating to
compliance with all legislation including
Data Protection, Equality, Child
Protection, Safeguarding & Code of
Conduct; minutes of past AGMs as well
as a plethora of club merchandise which
can be bought at a click of a mouse.
There’s also the link to the UK Athletics Insurance products which is an
important part of our affiliation. I’m sure everyone is aware of the £2 that
we save every time we enter a race, but the £16 part of our subscription
that goes to UKA pays for a lot more besides. It’s an important
relationship to manage.
Going to Committee meetings it’s also obvious how much else goes on,
and how much knowledge about the club, regulations and the sport
overall that your committee members have.
The word is probably responsibility. The buck stops here, and it’s got to
be done correctly. For example, our fantastic LiRFs need to be

coordinated so that all roles are covered at team runs. Decisions need to
be taken on weather issues and when complaints crop up these need to
be dealt with as well.
Everything needs to be
communicated. Before each
meeting members are asked
whether there are any agenda
items that they would like
discussed, minutes are circulated
afterwards and there is an ongoing
set of actions available for scrutiny.
On more contentious issues (like
the VLM entry criteria) the
membership is balloted (thank
goodness for social media!) which
means that everyone can have their
say.
I’ve discovered that the committee actually does rather a lot! It’s really
quite a list, although fortunately most things don’t need to be worked on
all the time. Remember, though, nobody is paid, and it all has to be fitted
in with the rest of life, work and even running! That’s why sometimes
things take a bit longer to sort out than anyone would like.
I doubt that many members realise that there are things to deal with
most days, and obviously it’s very difficult to get everyone’s input
immediately. A lot of effort goes into trying to be as fair as possible, but
obviously there will be times when not everyone agrees. The VLM was a
good example. There were several valid views but, as it should, the
majority view had to hold sway in the end.
However overall, there are very few problems running the club. I’m sure
most members would agree that the committee are very approachable
and open to any ideas or suggestions. In addition, if anyone has any
new ideas, or a hankering after taking a different direction there are still
places available on the committee if anyone wanted to join!
Anyone wanting to attend a one’ off meeting would also be very
welcome and don’t forget to use the form that’s sent out prior to a
meeting for any questions or suggestions that you might have.

Book Review
What I talk about when I talk about
running – Haruki Murakami
If you, by any chance, read the review of
the book ‘Jog On’ in the last newsletter
you will have heard a lot of mention of
Murakami who appeared to give much
inspiration to the writer, Bella Mackie.
Murakami is actually the most widely
read Japanese author by a nonJapanese audience, and first thoughts on
obtaining the volume was that it proports to be a book on philosophy.
However, it’s quite simply a book about running. With a bit of triathlon
thrown in for good measure.
Murakami started his running journey in 1982 and aims to run an
average of 6 miles a day. He’s managed this almost every day since. His
stories about how he fits in his runs with travelling the world as a best
selling author will I’m sure be something many of us can relate to in our
own way (not that many of us are best selling authors though!) The story
of his preparation for the 2005 New York Marathon in particular is a very
good read. He also does not shirk away from discussing what he sees
as his failures, the lows of injuries, and the mental struggles to maintain
motivation.
It’s very easy to read, hard to put down in fact and has you wanting to
keep turning the page to see how a particular race panned out. He’s
actually a very good runner indeed, and by the end of the book a decent
triathlete as well.
Maybe it would be an idea to download the audiobook version to keep
you company on those solo runs over the next few weeks?

What’s that all about? Friday Frolics!
Free on a Friday morning? Fancy a
very friendly jog of about 5 miles
starting at Rochester Corn
Exchange? Maybe even some cake
after? What’s not to like! Friday
Frolics is a member led run every
Friday morning. The downside is
that there are no LiRFs, no UKA
insurance or regulations. The
upside is the degree of flexibility,
you can even, should you wish,
bring your dog.
Frolics kicks off at 9.30 am when
the route is decided. Sometimes it’s
the popular two bridges route,
sometimes it’s up Shorts way, then
up an even steeper hill to Cookham
Wood, sometimes part of
Ranscombe Park is included. On
Friday February 21st the route was to Upnor, regrouping in from the
castle entrance for a selfie with the Medway in the background. At just
over four and a half miles the route packs a lot in! See the heart of
Medway’s industry, two castles, a cathedral, a submarine, a historic river
crossing, the remains of the Thames/Medway canal, a Ministry of
Defence Establishment and probably the best view of the Medway as it
sweeps round past the Pentagon to the M2 Motorway bridge. Wash that
lot down in one of Rochester’s finest coffee shops!
All of the routes incorporate a hill, in fact a challenging one! However,
Frolics is not a race. There are frequent stops to catch up/admire the
view and its perfectly OK to walk the steep bits. Frolickers are not
governed by how quickly they need to get back as the coffee shops are
open all day. Just make sure you have enough credit on the car parks in
the city centre!
Obviously with the current restrictions there is no Frolicking on Fridays.
However, as soon as the restrictions are lifted keep an eye on Facebook
for details.

Run Stats
Team Run numbers
January
On Monday Team Runs we averaged 57 runners.
On Wednesday team Runs we averaged 46 runners.
February
On Monday Team Runs we averaged 51 runners.
On Wednesday Team Runs we averaged 42 runners.
March
On Monday Team Runs we averaged 56 runners.
On Wednesday Team Runs we averaged 28 runners.
parkrun attendances
January average 102 Rebels involved, average 59 ran Great Lines
February average 94 Rebels involved, average 58 ran Great Lines
March average 89 Rebels involved, average 59 ran Great Lines

